
MLWS Spring Sale


MLWS has been planning a Fiber Equipment Garage Sale for a 
couple of years. We have scheduled our sale for April 2, 2022 
and we HOPE that this time it will occur!


Major equipment which is going to be sold is being offered to 
guild members before being part of the public sale.


Following is information about the equipment which is being 
offered under the following rules.


	 - each item has a list price which is the lowest price we will 
sell for

	 - we will accept bids at or above the asking price until 
2/13/22 when the item will be listed for the public sale or sold to 
the highest guild bidder

	 - ONLY MLWS members are eligible to participate in this 
pre-sale bidding

	 - MLWS members may view the items at the weaving studio 
at Nancy Horne’s house

	 - each loom comes with a bench and a reed, chosen from 
the ones available at the time of sale

	 - all sales are final and looms must be out of studio 2/28/22

 
We do not warranty any of the looms or equipment. Most of the 
equipment has been in regular use and has been maintained by 
Gilmore looms as needed. We have attempted to describe any 
obvious faults that we can see.

	 




Loom Number 1 $400

32” Loom - Bob Allen says this is not a Gilmore…but a pretty 
good looking knockoff


4 shaft, 6 treadles


Flat steel heddles


This loom needs work. The back beam is crooked.




This loom has 
been altered to 
have a lease 
stick holding 
device built in









Loom Number 2 $500

46” Gilmore Loom


4 shaft, 10 treadles


Flat steel heddles















Loom 
Number 3


$ 300

40” X-frame Gilmore Loom


4s shaft, 6 treadles


Flat steel heddles

 








This is an older loom in pretty rough condition. It will need work!




However, in talking to Bob Allen, this may be very fixable and 
they are quite sought after.







Loom Number 4 $400


32” Gilmore Loom


4 shaft,  6 treadles




Flat steel heddles


This loom has been altered to have a lease stick holding device 
built in







Loom Number 5 $400

32” Gilmore Loom


4 shaft, 6 treadles


Flat steel heddles




Loom number 6 $1000


46” Gilmore Loom


8 shaft, 12 treadles


Flat steel heddles


This loom is a BEAST! And in almost new condition. It was 
procured from a woman who had not really used it and has been 
in our studio since then with minimal use.









Reeds

46” X 5” Clean

	 6, 8, 12 Clean


36” X 4.75”

	 8, 8, 10 Clean copper


32” X 5”

	 6, 10, 10 Clean


30” X 5”

	 10 Clean


26” X 5”

	 4, 6,, 10, 15 Clean, but old




Benches








